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Suspicious Activity Report Writing Basics
Law enforcement officers and agencies receive a lot of Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs). Federal law enforcement has 
expressed the need to be able to read through SARs quickly and efficiently. Breaking the SAR into sections can ensure 
that law enforcement can read through the narrative and determine their best course of action. 

A good rule when writing a SAR is to break it into parts to include: (1) an introduction; (2) account information and descrip-
tion; (3) how the information was received and any relevant details obtained in the due diligence investigation; (4) exam-
ples of dates and activity; and (4) conclusion. Before begining your SAR, make sure to review these important points. 

There are a few different categories for SARs. Generally, SARs fit into one of the below categories. Some topics overlap 
or cover both, i.e. Structuring and Money Laundering. 
 1. Structuring
 2. Money Laundering
  a. Terrorist Financing
  b. Mortgages
  c. Insurance
 3. Securities and Futures
 4. Money Service Businesses (MSBs)
 5. Fraud 
  a. Elderly Exploitation
  b. Terrorist Financing
  c. Mortgages
  d. Insurance

Creating a template is imperative for an institution that files multiple SARs. Templates can be used for different tasks in-
volved with due diligence, enhanced due diligence, and SAR narratives. Templates are a good way to keep uniformity and 
give investigators a guide to follow, which can also help save time and resources. It is not necessary to create a policy or 
procedures for templates, as they are usually self-explanatory. 

The choices and style in which the narrator decides to format the SAR is optional. However, remember that when law en-
forcement receives the reports, most of the formatting is gone, leaving a large block of text they have to sort through and 
break apart. Writing in clear paragraphs helps the reader to easily reformat the narrative for quick review. 

Important Starting Points

1. Review Types of SARs

2. Create a Template

3. Break Up the Report

Most law enforcement officers are not English professors, nor are they trained financial analysts. Industry jargon or 
acronyms are not necessary and can take away from any point made in the SAR narrative. However, keep in mind that 
FinCEN has a list of key terms, that can or should be included, relevant to the investigations conducted, which agencies 
use to search through SARs in order to connect multiple cases from various financial institutions.  

4. Review For Grammatical Errors
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Why is the activity suspicious? Explaining in simple terms why the activity is suspicious is important. Law enforcement 
wants to hear your story to get a clearer picture from the person who deals with transactions on a daily basis. Generally, 
the activity should fit within one of the major categories outlined.

5. Explain the Activity

The introduction to the SAR should begin with the basic reason for the filing. There is no need to explain about the indi-
vidual credit union. This information is not relevant. Within the opening paragraph, the SAR needs to catch the attention of 
law enforcement and state the type of activity which is being reported. Keep in mind, more than one category can be filed 
on at once. Filing types include: 

i. Structuring
ii. Money Laundering
iii. Fraud

Include any internal and external research found like investigator/analyst findings. All relevant information should be in-
cluded, such as:

i. Negative news search
ii. Employment/business filings 
iii. Any open-source searches that reveal relevant information
iv. Previous SAR filings
v. Statement to tellers/staff
vi. Behavior in branch/odd or out of ordinary indicators

Basic account information should be included along with the type of account. All individuals or entities that hold ownership 
of the account should be listed. Demographic information for the individual will depend on the type of SAR being written. 
An investigation conducted for elderly exploitation or human trafficking may include DOB. However, other SAR’s gener-
ally do not need specific demographic information. Beneficial ownership information should follow any entity or company 
information about the account. 

i. Suspect
ii. Full account number
iii. Open date and closed date (if applicable)
iv. SSN/TIN
v. DBA name
vi. If a business, Beneficial Ownership

Include a brief example of the activity. Law enforcement has specifically stated they do not need all of the activity detailed 
in the narrative. The best way to show the transaction of funds is through a CSV file or Excel spreadsheet. 

If there is a large amount of activity, a sampling may be used. If a sampling is used, it is a best practice to state such in the 
narrative, i.e., “a sampling method was used to show activity in account 1234567.”    

The closing statement should include a brief overview of the SAR, including the amount filed on and contact information 
for the institution. This does not necessarily need to be the BSA officer, just a point of contact that law enforcement can 
reach for subpoena submission, hold open letters, or any investigative information that may be available for release.  

SAR Narratives

1. Introduction

3. Due Diligence/Investigation

2. Account Information

4. Dates and Activity

5. Closing Statement and Conclusion


